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QUESTION 1
Which TMFCOM command would be used to abort TMF transactions without causing
TMF to perform immediate backout processing?
A. STOP TMF, ABRUPT
B. ABORT TRANSACTION* !
C. DISABLE BEGIN-TRANSACTION
D. STOP TMF, NOWAIT
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
What is always true about a TMF local transaction?
A. Any requesters, servers, and files involved in the transaction reside on the same
system.
B. The transaction must register with the local TMFMON process.
C. The transaction cannot last longer than two hours.
D. The transaction cannot access a file or table that has remote partitions.
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
Transaction isolation implies that _______.
A. transactions are only processed one at a time
B. transactions should access data one record at a time
C. a transaction should only contain a single update
D. the outcome of an uncommitted transaction is not visible to another transaction
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
Which TMF component is only activated when the automatic audit dumping feature is
configured and enabled?
A. audit manager
B. online dump
C. audit dump
D. automatic dump
Answer: C
QUESTION 5
When planning for online dump tape use, how many tapes are required if your
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retaindepth is three?
A. enough to accommodate three generations of all files you will be dumping on a
regular basis plus an extra three tapes
B. enough to accommodate four generations of all files you will be dumping on a regular
basis
C. enough to accommodate six generations of all files you will be dumping on a regular
basis
D. enough to accommodate three generations of all files you will be dumping on a
regular basis
Answer: B
QUESTION 6
Identify one cause of a TMF unilateral abort of a transaction.
A. The TMFTMP interrupts the application with an ABORTTRANS signal.
B. The transaction exceeds the AUTOABORT threshold setting.
The transaction exceeds the AUTOABORT threshold setting.
C. The application prompts for input from a terminal device before calling
ENDTRANSACTION.
D. The transaction exceeds the application's TRANSACTION TIMER value.
Answer: B
QUESTION 7
TMF has autoabort set to off. A long running transaction causes the audit trail to run out
of disk space. The transaction has been aborted but there is still a problem with audit trail
disk space. What is the best way to proceed?
A. STOP TMF, ABRUPT and then START TMF to force volume recovery.
B. Delete the transaction.
C. Add overflow space for the audit trail.
D. Set theautoabort parameter and add an auxiliary audit trail.
Answer: C
QUESTION 8
What is the maximum number of auxiliary audit trails that can be added to a TMF
configuration?
A. 15
B. 16
C. 100
D. 99
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Answer: A
QUESTION 9
Online dumps are performed _______.
A. automatically by configuring TMF withautodumps ON
B. automatically when TMF is stopped by the operator
C. by using BACKUP with the TMFDUMP option
D. by issuing the TMFCOM DUMP FILES command
Answer: D
QUESTION 10
Performing a TMFCOM ALTER DATAVOLS to change RECOVERYMODE from
ARCHIVE to ONLINE _______.
A. causes subsequent audit trails to be retained on disk for as long as they may be needed
for volume recovery
B. causes audit trails which may be needed for volume recovery to be restored to disk
C. releases audit trails that were pinned on disk because they would be needed for
volume recovery
D. forces a volume recovery operation on that data volume
Answer: A
QUESTION 11
All application processes and data that work on a homogeneous distributed transaction
are in the same _______.
A. TMFTMP
B. type of database (SQL/MP orEnscribe)
C. Expand network
Answer:
D. node
Answer:

QUESTION 12
In which processors do the TMFMON and associated surrogate TMFMON2 processes
run?
A. all processors on the node as individual processes
B. those processors defined to the persistence manager ($ZPM)
C. processors 0 and 1, as nonstop process pairs
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